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Women’s Sports:
Tennis

that I chose to compete at
the collegiate level.”
Armstrong has so many
By Olivia Donn Trevenen
stories to tell about her time
on the tennis team, all of
Emily Armstrong is a
senior studio art major with the fun they’ve had and how
close they’ve become. “I reminors in biology, chemistry and women’s and gender member having my parents
bring my dog to come watch
studies. She is also a member of the Carlow University my match at Kentucky
and being able to meet my
women’s tennis team.
teammates and my coaches.
“It is a lot of fun, I love
traveling and meeting other I remember sitting in the
hotel room that we had with
teams around our confermy family, all of my teamence. I have made a lot of
mates were petting Daisy,
friends through our team,
and we were just laughing
and through meeting other
and having a great time. It
teams. I love my teammates
was a great moment, full of
- I definitely consider my
teammates my family,” Arm- love and joy.”
Carlow’s women’s tennis team. Photo courtesy of Olivia Donn Trevenen.
The Celtic tennis team is
strong said. “It gets hectic
spring semester until the end
Friday, March 1 at 5:00 p.m.
coached by Gina Lovaglio.
sometimes, but it’s totally
and continues throughout the of April.
The team’s season begins
worth it, and I am so happy

Student Testimonials:
BLOC
By Bria Rathway

Flowers on Carlow’s campus, Photo courtesy Patricia Miralles.

Hello everyone! My name is
Bria Rathway and I am a recent
Carlow University graduate. My
time at Carlow was more than
I could have ever asked for. All
I did was blink and 3 ½ years
later here I am. I graduated with
two majors, Human Resources and Management in Health
Services with a minor in Information Technology. Currently
I am working as a Researcher
at UPMC in their Talent Acquisition Department with the
nursing team. I am so blessed
to have landed this amazing
opportunity and I have BLOC
to thank for it!
I joined BLOC my freshman
year and then was voted as
Secretary of BLOC in sophomore year and remained in that
position throughout the rest
of undergrad. BLOC gave me
so many opportunities to better myself for my career while
giving back to the community.
Mary Onufer, our faculty sponsor goes above and beyond for
this organization. She has set up
for us to attend multiple PTC
(Pittsburgh Technology Council) events. At these events we

were able to network our skills
and got to submit our resumes
in person to future employers.
At one of these events we also
got to meet and hear Mayor Bill
Peduto speak on the future technology plans that are in store for
Pittsburgh.
I started my journey at UPMC
in the summer of 2018 where I
was chosen as one of the Human Resources Summer Associates. Before submitting my
application, I went to The Career
of Office Development and Jen
Holbert helped me perfect my
resume. After submitting my
application, I was granted a
one-way video interview. After
that I was called in for a faceto-face interview where I found
out it was a panel interview. I
walked into a room with a long
table with five managers of the
Human Resources department
sitting on one side.
Continued on page 3. . .

Check out this
months Dad
Joke on the
back page!
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What’s Good Carlow?
Podcast
By Ryan Bradigan-Barnett

What’s Good Carlow? There is
a new podcast on campus called
“What’s Good Carlow.” It covers all things Carlow, including
sports, student spotlights and
campus activities.
DJ Zedalis, sophomore communication and media major
and Ryan Bradigan-Barnett,
junior communication and media major are the hosts who will
keep you up to date on what’s
happening at Carlow.
On Jan. 30 the two hosts developed two shows with plans to
record more. The podcast starts
with coverage around campus,
followed by an interview with
a Carlow student, then finished
with a fun segment.
The show’s first interviewee
was Kayla Brownlee, a senior
nursing major who also plays
basketball for the Carlow Celt-

ics. “I felt like the podcast was a
very laid-back environment and
the two guys were easy to talk to;
it was more of a casual conversation rather than an interview,”
Brownlee said. “Other interviews made me a lot more nervous to mess up, but I feel like
the podcast was really smooth
and I didn’t feel any pressure
talking.”
On the first podcast, the three
talked about how the basketball
season was going and what it
was like for the senior hooper to
play with her sister, Keegan

Brownlee, a first-year player.
Their second interviewee was
first-year art major Anthony
Reynolds, a boxer. The three
guys went over what it was like
to be an unconventional student-athlete, more specifically
about his schedule between
training, school work, and juggling a job.
Check out the “What’s
Good Carlow” podcast on
iTunes and Spotify as well as
their Instagram account @
whatsgoodcarlowpodcast.
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Strong Women, Strong Girls
(SWSG) is an organization
designed to empower young
girls to aspire for a bigger and
brighter future than girls have
historically been able to imagine for themselves. SWSG does
this through spending time
with the girls, introducing them
to strong female role models,
and teaching them how to treat
themselves and the girls around
them in a healthy way.
Carlow students are working
to revive its chapter by recruiting more students who would
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like to mentor. SWSG mentors
volunteer an hour and a half
each week to visit their sites and
mentor the girls. College mentors also have the opportunity
to be mentored by professionals
who work in their future fields.
These professional mentors work
with the colleges mentees oneon-one as well as in a group setting. SWSG creates opportunity
for girls over any age to learn,
grow, and meet new people.
If you are interested in becoming a part of Strong Women,
Strong Girls, you can contact
Elicia Parkinson at eaparkinson@carlow.edu or Alicia Angemeer at aangemeer@swsg.org.

On Feb. 4, Carlow’s theatre
produced their first annual cabaret. The cabaret showed Carlow
University that you can enjoy fan
favorite songs from musicals without listening to the entire musical.
Songs performed in the cabaret
stretched a variety of musicals
ranging from “Grease” to “The
Book of Mormon.”
Co-directed by Britt Haefeli,
sophomore communication and
media major and Jon Brown,
sophomore biology and perfusion
major, fellow Carlow students of all
ages and majors came together to
make a great show. “I couldn’t have
asked for a better turnout, we even
ran out of chairs,” Haefeli stated.
“Everyone performed so well. We
all came together as a team, and I
can’t thank all of the performers
enough for the work they put in.”
Some of the songs performed
included: Summer Nights from
‘Grease’, Mama I’m a Big Girl Now
from ‘Hairspray’ and Turn it Off
from ‘The Book of Mormon’. The
two co-directors intend to host
another cabaret in the Fall 2019
semester.
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Letter from the Editor
Dear Readers,
Thank you for picking up this month’s copy of the Carlow Chronicle. The staff has
worked so hard to produce this amazing issue. I am so grateful for the support the
Chronicle receives from students, faculty and our advisors. It would not be possible otherwise. Thank you so much!
This is the second to last issue of the semester. The final issue is going to be released
late-April, along with some great online content! Make sure you keep an eye on the
Chronicle website as well for new What’s Good Carlow podcast episodes.
Cheers!
Amber Kanoza
Editor-in-Chief

Student Testimonials:
BLOC, Continued
The interview went better
than I could have ever expected because I had so many
great situations to talk about. I
talked about how BLOC does
a book drive every year and
we collect as many books as
we can around campus and we
also clean them and put stickers on them to be donated to
Children’s Hospital library for
the children to have! When I
was asked a teamwork question
BLOC popped into my head
again. Every year BLOC puts
on a dinner for its members at
the end of the school year. The
other three board members,
Professor Onufer and I work
all semester to pull this dinner
off. We had to plan everything,
from what we will be having
for dinner to who our guest
speakers will be for the night.
Looking back on my Summer
Associate experience it was an
internship that gave me the
confidence I needed to succeed
post-graduation.
BLOC has had a lot do with
my success post-graduation. If
you are in the business field,
HR, or IT I would suggest joining the group and finding out
for yourself what an amazing
opportunity you can get from
BLOC.

The 10th annual Fashion for Kids’ Sake event is on Tuesday, April
2nd, 2019 at 7 p.m. The Rosemary Heyl Theatre is located on the
ground floor of Antonian Hall at Carlow University. The doors open
at 6 p.m. Pre-sale tickets are $10 for adults and $5 for students with
ID and can be purchased on bbbspgh.org/ffks19 or from the Venmo
app through Clarissa Moore @rissa0319. At the door, tickets are $15
for adults and $10 for students with ID. Check out our blog for more
info at carlowchronicle.com!

Do you want to get more involved on campus?
Are you interested in writing,
photography or journalism?

Join the Carlow Chronicle staff!
Email Amber Kanoza, Editor-in-Chief, at
alkanoza@live.carlow.edu if interested!
Or come to a meeting: Tuesdays 4-5 pm AJP 114

Photo courtesy of Brandee Salinas
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NEWS
Spotlight: The Critical
Point
By: Amber Kanoza

The Critical Point is Carlow’s
undergraduate literature journal.
Dr. Anne Rashid, Associate Professor of English and director of the
Women’s and Gender Studies Department, is the faculty advisor for
the publication. She has been with
the Critical Point since she came to
Carlow 11 years ago.
The student-run editorial staff
makes decisions on which pieces are selected upon submission.
Anna Havrilla, senior English and
political science major who is also
a part of the Critical Point staff,
stated that it is based on a point
system. “Once everyone has read
all the pieces, the staff gets together
and averages out the points. From
there, the pieces with the highest
score get chosen to be published,”
Havrilla said. “It is a very democratic approach.” Once the pieces
are selected to be published, Dr.
Rashid brings in outside judges to
give awards in each category. The
awards consist of cash prizes and
honorable mentions.
Both Rashid and Havrilla state
that it is nice to get your name in
print. “It is a great feeling,” Havrilla
states. “As an undergraduate, it’s
easy to feel that what you’re doing
isn’t as important. The Critical
Point gives voice to that and gives
you the opportunity to be judged
by your own peers.”

According to Rashid, the Critical Point began in 1989, with
Terry Coyne, Jacinta van Winkel
and Maureen Walsh as the faculty
advisors along with the help of
Edith Benzinger and Betsy Lawler. It was originally meant for
critical writing and art. The next
year, creative writing was submitted and published as well.
The Critical Point comes out
every Spring semester on Scholarship Day. It costs five dollars and
will be tabled during the remainder of the semester.

Left: the 30th Anniversary Issue of The Critical
Point. Right: the 1st Issue of The Critical Point.
Photos courtesy of Amber Kanoza.

T-Shirts

Inside cover of the 1st issue of The Critical Point. Photo courtesy of
Amber Kanoza.
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April Events on Campus and in PGH
April Fools’
Day

Spring Off the
Green

Dorothy Louise
Holley Memorial
Reading

@ parking Lot A
6:00-10:00 p.m.

@Galliot Center
4:00 p.m.

Leadership
Dinner
@ Saint Agnes
Church
5:00-7:30 p.m.

Weird Science
Cruise

Phipps
Spring
Garden
Show

@Gateway Clipper
Fleet
1:30-3:30 p.m.

Easter
Sunday

NEWS

Craftin with
Clare: Nail &
String Art

Steel City
Con

@ 2nd Floor
University Commons
7:00 p.m.

@Monroeville
Convention
Center

Scholars Day
Holy
Thursday

Good
Friday

No Classes!

No classes!

@Phipps
Conservatoy

Earth Day!

Last day
of classes
Good luck
during finals!

Special
Needs Fair &
Expo
@The Pathfinder
School

CAB Bingo
@2nd Floor
University Commons
7:00 p.m.

Finals Week

New Year, New Major
By DJ Zedalis

In Fall of 2019, classes for Data
Analytics will begin. The addition
of the Data Analytics major came
from Dr. Erika Mochan.
This program is intended to
attract more students to Carlow,
according to Mochan.
Mochan will be program director in addition to teaching classes.
Dr. Beth Zamboni will teach two
statistics courses and act as chair of
the department. Mochan is currently interviewing candidates to
fulfill more staff positions within
the department.
The relevance of the Data Analytics major is very high. “My favorite
thing about this major is that Data
Analytics majors have so many
options once they graduate because
everything runs on data” Mochan
said. “Every business has data that
needs to be collected, interpreted,
analyze, and acted on.”
The salary for this field is another factor to consider. Dr. Mochan
said, “statistical analysis of data is
listed as the second most sought-after skill in 2018, and a data analyst
being the primary position to fill
this role, with a median starting
salary of $62,000.”
Dr. Mochan sees a bright future
for this degree and those who
pursue it. More information can be
found at www.carlow.edu/data_analytics.

Feel prepared and confident throughout this semester!
Make an appointment with a tutor at the CAA for math,
quantitative reasoning, accounting—we tutor for 45 courses +
writing for any course, including graduate courses.
It’s free, open seven days a week!
Center for Academic Achievement
Carlow.mywconline.com
412-578-6146
University Commons, 4th floor
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Top Five Super Bowl
Ads of 2019
By: Amber Kanoza

On Feb. 3, Super Bowl LII appeared on America’s television
screens. It wasn’t just the game
between the Patriots and Rams that
had everyone’s attention; it was also
the commercials. When it comes
to this special day, advertisers don’t
hold anything back.
1. “Serena Williams” Bumble
Bumble is an app for meeting
new people, and not just romantic
encounters. This commercial had
a very feminist vibe with Serena
Williams encouraging women to
“make the first move.” She gave advice to women to not wait because
we already have the power to make
a change.
2. “We All Win” Microsoft
This heartfelt commercial is a top
contender. It’s all about how Microsoft helps gaming be accessible to
everyone, regardless of their physical disability. If you’re looking for a
tear jerker, this is the one for you.

Spring/Summer 2019
Style Guide
By Brandee Salinas

A new season means it’s time for
a new wardrobe. Spruce up your
spring wardrobe with more than
just the classic pastel tones this
year. Below is a list of all the season’s must-have fashion trends.
Fringe
Whether you’re going to an
outdoor festival or just going to
class, this spring must-have will
add that extra something to your
outfit. An easy way to wear this
trend is pairing a fringe mini skirt
with a plain t-shirt or tank top. In
the days transitioning from winter
to spring, this trend can be worn
with a lightly fringed moto jacket
to keep you cozy and stylish.

3. The Handmaid’s Tale Season
Three Teaser
The Handmaid’s Tale is a Hulu
Original based on the novel by
Margaret Atwood. Fans are anxiously waiting for season three to
premier.
4. Bud Light Commercials
This year, Bud Light pulled some
hilarious medieval themes into
brewing. There is everything from
jousting, rolling a big barrel of corn
syrup, and bowl cut barbers to keep
your attention.
5. “Not Everything Makes the Cut”
Amazon
Alexa strikes again! This time it
focuses on the Amazon developers
and some of the ludicrous ideas
they’ve put together, such as hot
tubs and toothbrushes.
There were so many great commercials this year that didn’t make
the list. For example, Budweiser,
Doritos, T-Mobile, The Washington
Post, Burger King, Colgate, Google,
Pringles and Sketchers all had interesting things to debut. They have
a variety of content ranging from
humor to political statements.

Shimmer and Shine
Sequins, latex, metallics, and
crystals aren’t just for the holidays
this year. This trend can be worn
in many ways ranging from liquid
leggings to a crystal choker. Like
the bold color trend, this trend is
best worn dressed down. However, for the full glam look wear a
sparkly dress AND crystal jewelry.
You’re sure to receive compliments
that will have you saying, “gee
thanks, just bought it.”

“You” poster. Courtesy of Netflix.

“You” Review

net. It doesn’t stop there, he even
begins to show up to these places
By Maia Williams
without her knowledge. Eventually, the two start a relationship.
Have you ever had such a strong
Beck is completely blinded by
obsession that it made you do the
the obsession Joe has with her. She
unthinkable? The psychological
is mainly focused on completing
thriller “You” first premiered on
her Master of Fine Arts degree in
Lifetime on Sep. 9, 2018. The series
writing and sees Joe as a genuine
later premiered as a Netflix origperson. She uses poetry writing
inal on Dec. 26, 2018. The series
as her outlet to make sense of her
sheds a light on how detrimental
emotions. Beck is eager to become
an obsession can be.
successful but like many, still has
It showcases the insane obsesdistractions. Little does she know
sion bookstore manager Joe (Penn
how detrimental of a distraction
Badgley) has for Beck (Elizabeth
Joe is.
Lail), an aspiring writer. Joe is
According to IMDb, “You” has
working at the bookstore and
a rating of 7.9 out of 10. If you
instantly falls in love with her
like series that keep you on your
instantly. After a brief conversatoes, “You” is the one for you. The
tion, he gets her name and phone
thriller is shocking and keeps
number. Joe begins finding out
viewers wanting more. It can be
Beck’s interests and whereabouts
found on Netflix and it is now
by looking her up on the interlisted under Most Popular.

Photo courtesy of forever21.com

Photo courtesy of zaful.com
Photo courtesy of romwe.com

Photo courtesy of shein.com
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Tie Dye
Tie dye is so much more than
those t-shirts you’ve got lying
around from camp years ago. This
year tie dye is receiving a chic, new
makeover. To wear this trend, step
away from the t-shirts and instead
opt for a cute tie dye dress. When
paired with minimal accessories
this trend is sure to keep you looking stylish and festival ready.

Photo courtesy of lulus.com
Bold Colors

Dressy Shorts
This season step away from the
typical jean shorts and step into
a pair of cute, dressy shorts. For
a look that can go from class, to
hangout and even internship, wear
a pair of knee length dressy shorts.
Styles such as stripes and high
waisted shorts with a front tie are
the most popular and versatile.

The color of the year is Pantone’s
Living Coral, meaning this shade
will be seen everywhere. However,
Living Coral isn’t the only bright
shade to stand at attention this
year. Expect to see similar bold
shades, such as reds and fuchsias
this season. When styling these
bold colors keep the rest of the
outfit and accessories simple to
create a nice balance.

The Grammy
Awards 2019
By Breanne Thomas

Alicia Keys, Dolly Parton,
Shawn Mendes, Diana Ross,
Cardi B, and many more wellknown celebrities helped kick off
the biggest night in music on Feb.
10 for the 61st Annual Grammy
Awards held at the Staples Center
in Los Angeles. Every year the
music industry comes together for
the Grammy awards ceremony
that honors some of the biggest
achievements made in music,
which makes it one of the most
prestigious awards the music
industry can offer.
Unlike other award ceremony
shows where the general public
and fans can vote for their favorite artist/band to win in a category, the members of the Recording
Academy are the only individuals
eligible to vote for Grammy winners.
Voter membership in the Recording Academy is given exclusively to “creative and technical
professionals who qualify in
at least one of the categories of
eligibility” they seek to vote in
(2019, Recording Academy). According to The National Academy
of Recording Arts and Sciences,
to be able to vote for a Grammy
winner you must be a student or
a professional in the same field as
the person you are voting for and
have made musical contributions
to that field within the eligibility
period. Technical jargon aside,
winning a Grammy award matters because it is directly coming
from industry peers, much like
winning an award from your
co-workers or classmates.
In addition to winning super
neat trophies, the awards ceremony was also jammed packed
and showcased musical performances from some of the industry’s leading musicians as well
as tributes to past music icons. It
was basically a huge concert with
an acceptance speech every now
and then. This year’s performers
comprised of Camila Cabello,
who had an electric show-opener performance of her massive
hit song Havana. Miley Cyrus
joined Shawn Mendes onstage
for a rendition collaboration of
his Billboard Top 100 hit single
In My Blood. Diana Ross was
honored for “rich history of her
greatest musical accomplishments” and even performed some
of her classic songs “The Best
Years of My Life” and “Reach Out
and Touch (Somebody’s Hand).”
Lady Gaga gave us an emotional
performance, and Cardi B set the
place on fire with her megahit,
the sensual, women self-empowerment anthem “Money.” Yolanda

Adams, Fantasia, and Andra Day
all gave a soulful tribute salute to
The Queen of Soul, Aretha Franklin, who unfortunately passed away
during the latter half of 2018. Jennifer Lopez gave a riveting tribute to
Motown as well.
Musical performances at the
Grammys always draw in many
viewers, however some of the most
special moments of the night belonged to the announcements of the
winners in the top four Grammy
award categories. These categories
are: Record of the Year, Song of the
Year, Album of the Year, and Best
New Artist. This year 2019 winners
are:

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

HOROSCOPES
By Amber Kanoza and Alexandra Kunz

Aries (March 21 – April 19): Aries, as the halfway point of
the semester approaches, don’t let the fire in you burn out. Remember to give yourself some self-care and take a break.
Taurus (April 20 – May 20): You’re very financially conscious and that is something to be proud of. However, there is one
piece of advice for you: splurge! It’s okay to spend a little bit on
take-out.

ALBUM OF THE YEAR – GOLDEN Gemini (May 21 – June 20): Gemini, something you need to
remember this month is to keep in mind what your priorities are.
HOUR
Kacey Musgraves
There are distractions everywhere you go, and you need to remain
Producers: Ian Fitchuk, Kacey
Musgraves & Daniel Tashian. Engineers/mixers: Craig Alvin & Shawn
Everett. Songwriters: Ian Fitchuk,
Kacey Musgraves & Daniel Tashian.
Mastering Engineers: Greg Calbi &
Steve Fallone.

true to what you need to accomplish.

Cancer (June 21 – July 22): Cancer, try to talk to your family more often. Everyone understands you’re busy, but your family
is thinking about you and is wondering how you are. Remember
your family may not be just blood relatives.

RECORD OF THE YEAR – THIS IS
AMERICA
Leo (July 23 – August 22): Try something new this month,
Childish Gambino
like going to a show! Theatre is a great way to express your creativProducers: Donald Glover &
Ludwig Goransson. Engineers/mixers: Derek “MixedByAli” Ali, Riley
Mackin & Shaan Singh. Mastering
engineer: Mike Bozzi.

ity and to receive a whole new experience. Try looking up shows
playing in the Pittsburgh area!

Virgo (August 23– September 22): It takes a while for you
to build trust with someone. Don’t let your thick boundaries get in
SONG OF THE YEAR - THIS IS
the way of getting to know somebody great! Take a chance and see
AMERICA
Donald Glover (Childish Gambino) where life takes you.

Donald Glover, Ludwig Goransson
& Jeffery Lamar Williams, songwrit- Libra (September 23 – October 22): This is the month for
you to be able to process new relationships. Expand your horizons
ers (Childish Gambino)
BEST NEW ARTIST Dua Lipa, singer/songwriter

and see who is out there for you.

Scorpio (October 23 – November 21): This is the time
for your assertive side to take a back seat for a while. You may want
to let your more passionate side show through. Something will be
Other trailblazing award-winning brewing in your life in which you will need passion over assertivemoments during the show included
Love and Hip-Hop reality TV star- ness.
Record Label: Warner Brothers
Records UK

turned rapper, Cardi B for becoming
the first solo woman to win Best Rap Sagittarius (November 22 – December 21): This is a
Album, a category that is traditiontime for you to lend a helping hand to those around you. If you
ally dominated by men.

notice someone that is struggling be the hand that helps them up
instead of the hand that knocks them down.

Other notably moments included
Alicia Keys as the host of the show
and Dolly Parton being recognized
Capricorn (December 22 – January 19): Don’t let your
as the MusiCares 2019 Person of the
rigid side take over. You love to make others laugh. So, use that
Year.

fantastic sense of humor and tell a multitude of jokes!

Aquarius (January 20 – February 18): Lately, people
may be thinking that you have been aloof. You need to be honest
with yourself and see what is causing you to be this way.
Pisces (February 19 – March 20): You have been feeling
stressed. This is the time to relax, as well as take your time with
things. Don’t let stress interfere with work and assignments!
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Treats n Beans
by Brandee Salinas

Interior of Treats n Beans. Photo courtesy of Brandee Salinas.

A few blocks from campus is a small oasis of decadence. Treats n Beans is one
of the newest restaurants to open in Oakland. It is a dessert and coffee shop located at 118 Meyran Avenue. The location opened in Jan. 2019.
Treats n Beans is a franchise that is popular in Jordan. According to the Pittsburgh location owner, this is the first location to open in Pittsburgh as the business wishes to expand within the United States.
The menu consists of waffles, pancakes, crepes, milkshakes, coffee, and even
nachos. The fan favorite of the menu is the fact that customers can choose up
to three different chocolates and a wide variety of toppings for their waffles,
pancakes, and crepes. The chocolates are all high quality, European style with a
selection of milk, white, and dark chocolate, Nutella, and Lotus cookie spread.
The shop itself is small and cozy. The employees are college-aged kids who are
very friendly. Furnished with modern looking tables and chairs Treats n Beans is
the perfect spot to study or catch up with friends.
On my visit, I decided to get the chocolate waffle balls with milk chocolate,
Nutella, and Lotus spread. I chose the $1 add on option and added marshmallows
and was not disappointed. These waffles are more dessert than they are breakfast,
but paired with a cappuccino it made for the perfect treat to get me through my
studies.

Waffle balls, one of the “treats” found at Treats n Beans. Photo
courtesy of Brandee Salinas.

On Campus!
Read online at
carlowchronicle.com
Find us on Twitter and Instagram
@CarlowChronicle
The menu for Treats n Beans. Photo courtesy of Brandee Salinas.

I’m not indecisive. . .
Unless you want me to be.

Like Carlow Chronicle on Facebook

The mission of The Carlow Chronicle is to provide an egalitarian
forum for expression that represents the diverse perspective of the Carlow
community and promotes awareness of local, national, and global issues by
reporting, reflecting, and entertaining.

